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Now from Don Dion, whose Fidelity Select
Sector Portfolio has returned 261% in
just over 10 years…

Is This the Greatest Market
Discovery Ever Made?
These 2 investment “ secrets ” can help you earn
double the return of the S&P 500 or more … with
far less risk … and turn a $100,000 portfolio into a
half million dollar windfall within a decade.

Members who followed our advice have already used
these secrets to outperform the S&P 500 by 100%. Now we’re
getting set to double our money in short order once again….

Dear Investor:
I’m not exaggerating when I say it may be “the greatest market discovery
ever made. ”
The “discovery” is not one but two market “secrets.”
I say “secrets” because they may be a secret to you … but they are routinely
used by professional money managers to make small fortunes for their clients.
Both of these secrets are undisputed laws that strictly govern the performance
of financial markets.
Both of these principles have been proven beyond a shadow of a doubt –
through rigorous quantitative research, which I’ll detail in a minute – to
outperform the broad markets.
Already, members who followed our recommendations are up 35% – more
than double what the S&P 500 earned during the same period … just by
applying these simple secrets.
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In this report, I ’m going to reveal what these 2 market discoveries are … why
they work like gangbusters … and how we use them to make safe, handsome
profits while sleeping soundly at night.
Plus, I ’m going to share with you a powerful new investment vehicle that’s
ideal for building a conservative yet profitable portfolio based on our system.
It’s an attractively priced, alternative asset class that lets you profit
handsomely from our two market secrets – at a small fraction of the risk (and
cost) of trading individual stocks on these same market signals.

Market discovery #1:

The “hidden market” within the market.
You already know the bad news in the market: in 2005, the S&P 500 returned
a modest 3.86% gain.
That means if you started with a $100,000 portfolio at the beginning of the
year, you ended with $103,860.
But the S&P 500 isn’t the only place you can buy and sell equities … not by a
long shot.
And by trading these “hidden markets,” you could have pocketed profits that
made the S&P 500 look anemic by comparison.
In one of these markets, buoyed by rising oil prices, investors made a 45.53%
gain in 2005 … outperforming the S&P 500 by nearly 12 to 1.
On a $100,000 portfolio, you’d have earned a hefty $45,530 in profits before
commissions.
What are these “hidden markets” I’m talking about? Stock market sectors.
When most investors think of stocks, they think of investing in the S&P 500 or
the Dow or the NASDAQ … or some other broad index.
But the market is much more segmented than that.
You see, the thousands of publicly traded stocks can be logically grouped
according to more than a dozen specific sectors:
Energy … utilities … transportation … telecommunications … health care …
natural resources … industrials … consumer staples … financial services …
materials … semiconductors … real estate … gold … biotechnology … natural
gas … software … to name just a few.
These specific sectors do not all move in synch with the broad market. In fact,
the opposite is often true ….
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At any given time, a sector or “hidden market” can outperform the
broad market by a factor of 2 … 5 … even 10 times or more!
Take a look at the performance of several sectors in 2005, shown in the graph
below:

As you can see, the energy sector returned a 45.53% gain in 2005 –
generating nearly 12 times the return of the S&P 500 for the same period.
The utility sector returned less than half the gains of the energy sector – but
still more than 4 times the S&P 500.
Of course, you know that with oil prices in the news nearly every week, the
energy sector has been red -hot lately.
But does that mean you simply have to move your portfolio to the energy
sector – and you’ll be set for the rest of the year?
Unfortunately, not … because, as shown in the graph below, sector
performance is dynamic and cyclical, not static, and constantly changes over
time:
That means by picking the
top-performing “hidden
markets” – those sectors
earning the greatest
returns right now, and not
last month or even last
week – you and I can
make much more money
than investors who earn
“average” market returns.
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In 2003, for instance, energy returned a decent enough 23.22% gain. But the
top-performing sector was high-tech, which generated a 37.19% return for the
year, bouncing back after the crash of 2000 triggered a 3-year bear market in
technology stocks.
So if you are in the right sector or “market,” you can make many times more
money than people who have their money in the wrong sectors – or the broad
market.
But sector investing, by itself, isn’t going to help you double or triple the broad
markets on a consistent basis.
For that, you need my second great stock market discovery….

Market discovery #2:

The supremacy of price movement.
“Price movement,” or momentum, refers to the direction a stock price or
market is headed.
Momentum measures the amount that a stock’s share price or market has
changed over a given time.
There are all sorts of technical indicators traders use to pick stocks. But the
purest – and most accurate – indicator of all is price.
The price of a stock is the key indicator of how the market values that
particular company.
And by using momentum trading to identify those companies or markets
whose prices are rising, we can pick more winners, more often … and multiply
our profits.
For instance, in the summer of 2005, our proprietary momentum tracking
sector showed that gold prices were rapidly moving upward.
We bought a position in the gold sector in July 2005, and when the chart said
it was time to sell in February 2006, we did – locking in a 45.18% gain in 7
months (see chart below).
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Sell Here

Buy Here

45.18% Gain!

And on January 18, 2006 we bought the iShares GS Networking ETF, an
exchange traded fund covering the computer networking sector. On March 1,
2006 we sold our position, locking in gain of 5.75% in 42 days for an
annualized gain of 50%.
A study by Jegadeesh and Titman at Emory’s Goizueta Business School
confirms the incredible power and accuracy of momentum trading:
“There is substantial evidence that stocks that perform the best over a 3 to
12-month period tend to continue to perform well over the subsequent 3 to 12
months. Momentum trading strategies that exploit this phenomenon have
been consistently profitable in the United States and in most developed
markets. Similarly, stocks with high earnings momentum outperform stocks
with low earnings momentum.”
No wonder my proprietary Momentum Tracking System consistently delivers
greater profits than the S&P 500 … with far less risk.

Sectors + momentum = a fail-safe
system for beating the market!
By combining sector investing with momentum trading, my new trading
service, ETF Momentum Tracker, enables us to always be invested in sectors
(markets) headed higher.
It doesn’t matter whether the Dow is bullish, bearish, or flat….
There is almost always one or more sectors whose performance is far
outstripping the broad markets.
And with ETF Momentum Tracker, that’s exactly where we put our money –
by owning, at all times, a portfolio of the top 5 markets as selected by my
momentum tracking system.
http://www.romegraphics.com/portfolio/MiniSiteETF/
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The ONLY criteria we use for selection is that we invest in the five market
sectors that have the highest difference between their 3 and 7-week moving
averages. In other words, the greatest upward price momentum.
Why 3 and 7 weeks? Because it ’s long enough that we can prove it works
through back -testing … yet short enough to ensure we always have the bestperforming picks in our portfolio – and don’t hold investments that are starting
to head downward.
This sector momentum strategy has paid off handsomely for our members …
doubling the returns of the S&P 500 since we started using it.
Now, to the casual observer, we’re not exactly setting the world on fire – our
average gain is a teeny 2.3% per trade.

But WAIT!
Before you start yawning and click away from this page – and this is VERY
important to your wealth – keep in mind that we earn that 2.3% on average in
just 51 days per trade.
When you make relatively quick gains like that, you don’t have to worry about
hitting doubles … or anything even close to that.
Instead, you can “get rich slowly” … and conservatively … and carefully.
How rich?
Well, if you invested $100,000 today, earned 2.3% every 51 days, and then
re-invested all your profits …
… your portfolio would grow to $502,539 before commissions within 10 years.
In just a decade, you’d have more than half a million bucks in your account!
When you look at annualized gains, you can see that so many of our trades
trounce the Dow, S&P 500, Nasdaq, and other major market indices.
Including:
l

Software, 81.5% annualized gain.

l

Gold, 71.3% annualized gain.

l

Transportation, 22.5% annualized gain.

l

Medical, 56.5% annualized gain.

l

Defense, 33.1% annualized gain.

l

Utilities, 66.1% annualized gain.
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l

Energy, 34.5% annualized gain.

l

Resources, 58.1% annualized gain.

l

Wireless, 65.4% annualized gain.

l

Natural gas, 32.7% annualized gain.

l

Insurance, 44.9% annualized gain.

And here’s the best part: we do it with the same low-risk, diversified approach
that I ’ve used to make a fortune – safely and conservatively – in mutual funds
instead of stocks.
For a risk-FREE 30-day trial to ETF Momentum Tracker, click below now. Or
read on to learn more ….

Cut your risk with safe, low -cost ETFs
In my new advisory service, ETF Momentum Tracker, we never trade
individual stocks.
Instead, we use momentum tracking to trade the “hot” sectors of the day … by
owning the Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs) that cover those sectors.
ETF Momentum Tracker is the ONLY ETF trading service that selects the
best -performing ETFs using my quantitative momentum discipline – meaning
we hold in our portfolios only those ETFs that are heading higher, faster.
Exchange Traded Funds, a relatively new investment vehicle introduced in the
early 1990s, are now exploding in popularity (see graph below):
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Assets of Exchange Traded Funds
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In 2005, investors poured a total of $147.5 billion into all equity funds
combined, with more than half – $96.4 billion – going to ETFs.
That’s not surprising when you consider all the advantages ETFs give you over
stocks and even conventional mutual funds:
You can sell ETFs short to profit from falling stock prices. Unlike
individual stocks, ETFs are exempt from the uptick rule.
ETFs can be bought and sold instantaneously on major stock
exchanges vs. mutual funds which trade at end-of-day prices. You
can buy and sell ETFs all day, even after the stock exchange has
closed. That means you’re in control of your entry and exit price all
day long.
You can choose from more than 100 ETFs to track virtually any index
in the world, from the NASDAQ to the Malaysian stock market.
ETF's have a favorable tax profile because you do not suffer capital
gains distributions when your fellow investors sell shares. Reason:
the underlying stocks are traded, not sold.
You can trade ETFs with stop-loss orders, sharply limiting your
downside risk.
Annual management fees and expenses are extremely modest
compared to most mutual funds. There are no 12-b-1 fees, sales
loads, or exit charges.
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There are no investment minimums. You can take as large or small a
position as you like – even a single share.
You can leverage your ETF trades by buying on margins, just like with
individual stocks – giving you the potential for enormous gains.

And remember, the “F” in ETF stands for “fund.” And as funds, ETFs give you
far greater diversification than owning individual stocks.
For instance, you could buy an individual oil company to take advantage of a
bull market in energy.
But if that particular company catches a bad break – say, its promising new
test wells all come up dry – its shares can plummet. And you can lose
everything you invested.
But an Exchange Traded Fund focusing on energy might own dozens of oil and
gas stocks. So even if one takes a nosedive because of some bad news, it
represents just a tiny fraction of the fund’s total energy portfolio, sharply
limiting your downside risk.
ETF Momentum Tracker tracks the momentum and performance of 26 U.S. and
29 foreign ETFs, all of which are from iShares, the biggest ETF producer. In
2005, investors put $45 billion in assets into iShares.
Saves $18,389 on commissions

About
Don
Dion
Jr.
Even though he’s a
multi-millionaire, Don
Dion Jr. shops at the
local supermarket,
drives a GMC truck
instead of a Ferrari,
and doesn’t hobnob
with the rich and
famous.
But that’s good news
for you, because Don is
as conservative as you
are. He avoids the
high-flying tech and oil
stocks, and has built

Regular mutual funds often come with hefty
management fees – anywhere from 1% to 1.5% or
even higher.
Over time, that can cost you a pretty penny. For
instance, if you have $100,000 invested in a
mutual fund earning 10% annualized returns and
charging a 1% fee, your investment would be
worth $234,573 after 10 years.
ETFs typically have lower management fees,
ranging anywhere from as little as 15 basis points
to as high as 75 basis points (0.75%).
If you had invested that $100,000 in an ETF
earning a 10% annualized return, and the
management fee was only 25 basis points, your
investment would be worth $252,962 after 10
years.
The bottom line: the ETF’s lower management fees
would have put an extra $18,389 in your pocket –
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As the chief investment
officer for Dion Money
Management, Don is
responsible for the
management of more
than $800 million in
client assets. He has
been quoted in the
New York Times, Wall
Street Journal, and
Barron’s, and has
appeared on CNN and
CNBC.
Whether it’s an
individual company or a
mutual fund, Don’s
training as an attorney
and CPA enable him to
perform “due diligence”
on the investments he
recommends at a level
most other advisors
cannot duplicate.
Don holds a JD from
the University of Maine
School of Law and an
LLM in taxation from
the Boston University
School of Law, and is
licensed as an attorney
in Massachusetts and
Maine. He is also a
registered investment

Internal expenses matter
$100,000 Investment for 10 years.
10% annualized return.
25 bps

50 bps

100 bps

Internal Fees

$4,325

$8,537

Foregone Earnings

$2,086

$4,143

$8,168

$252,962

$246,693

$234,573

Net Value

http://www.sec.gov/investor/tools/mfcc/fund-label. htm
Does not include commissions or sales charges.

$259,374
Gross Value

ETF_Basics_RS 05

As the editor-in-chief of
Fidelity Independent
Adviser (FIA), his
Fidelity Sector Portfolio
has returned 261% in
just over 10 years. The
largest Fidelity-specific
newsletter in the
country, FIA is read by
more than 50,000
subscribers with
approximately $220
billion in investable
assets.

even if both investments generated the identical
rate of return:

$16,632

12
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his fortune slowly and
safely – through
owning mutual funds.
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A study from PriceWaterhouseCooper found that
indexing saved investors $14 billion to $18 billion
annually in management fees.

The $800 million money manager you
can “hire” for just 68 cents a day.
Thousands of investors rely on Don Dion to guide
their investments … and he currently has more
than $800 million under management.
Were you to hire Don Dion as your money
manager, you ’d need a minimum investment of
$250,000 – and on an account that size, the 2%
management fee would mean you’d be paying Don
$5,000 a year for his advice.
That’s a bargain, when you consider that his
Fidelity Select Sector Portfolio found in Don's
monthly newsletter returned 261% in just over 10
years – turning an initial $100,000 investment into
a $361,000 windfall.
But when you become an ETF Momentum
Tracker subscriber, you get all of Don Dion’s ETF
sector trades, made using his proprietary
momentum tracking system, all year long.
The regular rate for a 1-year subscription is $599.
But sign up now as a no-risk charter subscriber,
and you pay just $299 – a savings of $300.
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Or for an even better deal, choose a 2-year charter

adviser representative
licensed in
Massachusetts and
Florida, having passed
both the NASD Series
7 and Series 65 exams.
Don has more than a
quarter century of
experience in the stock
market. In 1992, he
took a company he
founded, Litchfield
Financial Corporation,
public for $183 million.
His book, Dion on
Vanguard, is published
by Pegasus Press.
He divides his time
between homes in
Naples, Florida and
Williamstown,
Massachusetts. In
addition to being a top
investment advisor,
Don is a pretty good
golfer, with a four
handicap.

subscription. Same no-risk, money-back guarantee
of satisfaction. And the cost? Only $499 … about 68
cents a day. That’s nearly $700 off the list price of
$1,198.
And just look at all you get for your 68 cents a
day:
Don Dion’s ETF Momentum Tracker … every
week you get online delivery of an 11-page
newsletter that gives you everything you need to
invest in safe, profitable ETFs using Don Dion’s
proprietary momentum tracking system.
Don Dion’s Outlook … in every weekly issue, Don
gives you his analysis into the market for that
week. It’s fascinating reading. And Don ’s sharp,
on-target market insights can help you maximize
profits and prevent losses in all your portfolios.

ETF Momentum Tracker Ranking … ranks the 55
U.S. and international ETFs we track by using the
relative strength for the previous 15 days minus
the relative strength for the previous 35 days. The
higher the resulting number, the greater the
momentum. Our ETF rankings enable you to
position your portfolio in the sectors that are doing
best today, while avoiding the worst-performing sectors.
Current Portfolio holdings … gives you the name, symbol, and gain-to-date
of the 5 ETFs in our portfolio. Also compares our portfolio performance with
the S&P 500, Dow, Nasdaq, and Russell 2000 so you can see how you’re doing
relative to the broad markets.
This Week’s Trade Recommendations …tells you what ETFs Don wants you
to buy as well as when it ’s time to sell, locking in your profits on these trades.
Simple instructions make trading the system easy – literally takes just a few
minutes a week!
Featured Fund … Don’s research recommendations on a hot sector – and the
ETF he recommends for trading it.
Hotline Reports … you get e-mails between weekly issues alerting you when
there is an action to take – or important news you need to know.

4 FREE Gifts for you!
Subscribe risk -free to Don Dion’s ETF Momentum Tracker today and you get
http://www.romegraphics.com/portfolio/MiniSiteETF/
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up to 4 FREE Bonus Reports to help you make more money momentum trading sectors with ultra-safe, conservative ETFs:
l

l

l

l

FREE Bonus Report #1: Winning with ETFs …a primer for new
subscribers on how ETFs work and why they’re an ideal instrument for
conservative investors looking to safely profit from major sector trends.
FREE Bonus Report #2: The ETF Momentum System … a fascinating
look at why momentum trading is so accurate at predicting rising and
falling markets – and how Don Dion’s proprietary momentum tracker
works.
FREE Bonus Report #3: Profiting from International ETFs …we’ve just
added a new international portfolio with 29 foreign ETFs. Now you can
profit from bull markets around the world – and this special report shows
you the ropes about trading global markets through ETFs.
FREE Bonus Report #4: Don Dion’s #1 ETF …you can immediately
download the #1 ETF Don is recommending today.

Everybody talks about how the Chinese are going to take over the world – but
Don isn’t buying into China today. In his #1 ETF report, Don Dion shows you
the Asian market he IS buying … and the best ETF for investing in its growing
economy.
This often overlooked Asian nation is in the midst of a strong economic
recovery. After a crash in 1989, the nation entered a 14-year bear market,
during which its stock market lost 80% of its value. But it has already
rebounded nicely from its 2003 low of 7,603, and retracement indicates a
target of 19,376.
Gross domestic product has been trending upward as a result of more robust
export expansion. Personal income remains healthy, and consumer confidence
has recovered sharply as the job market shows signs of firming. Foreign
investors are flocking to buy shares of companies in this country, because
valuations are low despite improving profitability.

“Kick the tires” on the ETF Momentum Tracker
system risk-free for a full month. Then decide.
If you reply today, I’ll give you a 30-day risk-free trial of Don Dion’s
ETF Momentum Tracker.
That way, there’s no commitment or obligation of any kind.
You can just read your weekly issues to learn more about the market and
Don’s incredibly successful momentum tracker … or even paper -trade right
along with him.
Then, if you decide that ETFs are not for you … or don’t want to continue with
our service for any other reason (or for no reason at all) … just let us know
http://www.romegraphics.com/portfolio/MiniSiteETF/
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within 30 days.
We will give you a full and prompt refund of your entire subscription fee – no
questions asked.
Whatever you decide, all issues and bonus materials received are yours to
keep … our way of saying “thanks” for giving ETF Momentum Tracker a fair
try.

A needle in a haystack?
So what are you waiting for? Stop trying to analyze thousands of different
companies to find that “needle in a haystack ” – the one stock that’s actually
going to skyrocket while hundreds of others fizzle.
With my ETF Momentum Tracker, we use the world’s most reliable and
accurate indicator – price and its momentum – to let the market tell us which
sectors are going to climb higher … and which will sink like a stone.
And by investing in those sectors with exchange traded funds instead of
individual stocks, we dramatically lower our risk – and profit from broad,
predictable market trends … not the fortunes of any one company.
To become a Charter Subscriber to ETF Momentum Tracker on a no-risk
30-day trial basis, call us toll-free at 800-548-3797. Or click below now:

Remember, your satisfaction is 100% guaranteed or your money back.
Sincerely,

Jonathan Buoni, Chief Editor
ETF Momentum Tracker
P.S. Quick -Response Bonus: Reply within 7 days and you will receive 5
FREE ISSUES of ETF Momentum Tracker for every year you subscribe –
10 FREE ISSUES for a 2-year subscription.
To claim your 5 or 10 FREE ISSUES of ETF Momentum Tracker, click here
now:
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